
Planned half 
term     ILP Subject focus WOW day Literacy tree text + 

link to topic English- Genre Art & design or D&T Computing link Geography History RE PSHE Science

1 Scrumdiddlyumptious Design & technology Visit a Pizza Express Cloud Tea Monkeys                     
The Heart and The Bottle

-Descriptive passage, ‘how 
to’ guide, letter, discussion, 

non-chronological report

-Narrative (dilemma stories), 
character descriptions

Cooking & Nutrition E-safety
web searches

Food miles & fair trade Significant individuals - James 
Lind

Hinduism - what do Hindu's 
believe about God and the 

world
Tobacco is a drug Animals including humans - 

nutrition

2 Gods and Mortals History British Museum
FaRther

Cinderella of the Nile

- Sequel, retellings, recounts 
(postcards), explanation texts

- Short news report, diary 
entry, character description, 

advert, own version of
a traditional tale

Greek Theatrical masks

Pandora's box in Innovate 
task

Coding - Scratch Jnr
The story of Icarus

Ancient and modern day 
Greece; Geographical 
features; Using maps

Ancient Greece
Hinduism - what do Hindu's 
believe about God and the 

world
Bullying - see it, say it, stop it Light & Shaodow

3 Predator! Science Animal experience
Pied Piper of Hamelin

Black Dog

Information reports, adverts, 
narrative and analysis of a 

piece of poetry

Extended story with a point 
of suspense

Camouflage paintings Digital literacy - Book creator
Fieldwork; Using maps to 

locate countries and 
continents

N/A
Christianity - What is the 

bible and how do its 
teachings affect people 

Strengths & challenges

Animals including humans - 
skeletons and muscles

Food chains

4 Tremors Geography Natural History Museum
Escape from Pompeii

Jim-A Cautionary Tale

Historical stories, dialogue, 
setting description

Narrative poetry (cautionary 
tales), performance poetry

N/A

G-Suite
share and collaborate on 

documents
create a survey

Volcanoes and earthquakes Romans (Pompeii)
Christianity - What is the 

bible and how do its 
teachings affect people 

Celebrating difference Rocks

5 Tribal Tales History

Visit a prehistoric site 

or 

Art day - clay pots and cave 
paintings

The First Drawing

The Tear Thief

Character description, diary 
entry, recount, narrative

Letter in role, shared poem, 
information poster, 

discussion

Cave painting
Clay pots

Tool design and making; 
Character diary blog

Fieldwork; Human and 
physical geography; Using 

maps and aerial images

Prehistoric Britain from the 
Stone Age to Iron Age

Buddhism - who was the 
Buddha

Saving, spending & budgeting Plants

6 Mighty Metals  Science Visit a local playground to 
explore forces

Iron Man

The Tin Forest

Narrative suspense

Various non-fiction 
outcomes.

Pulleys & levers Digital literacy - Stop motion TBC TBC Buddhism - how do Buddhists 
worship

What helps me choose Forces & Magnets

 


